Inspired by Indian traditions and modern high-end lifestyle, "Nilaya" is conceptualised. Nilaya is not merely an apartment. A thorough conception of lifestyle mingled with modern amenities and artistic ambience. Each level of the 4-storey project boasts delightful details that exude Nilaya in all its dimensions.

A four-storey project at the heart of the city, it boasts a special appeal to everyone! Its closest to the upcoming Mall, nearer to Shri Krishna Temple, market, Bus stand and in every way a prime location where you would love to have your exclusive home.

The 32公寓s have some common exclusive features like Gymnasium, Snooker table, table tennis, Carrom, LCD TV and a recreation area. Further, the apartments have most modern security systems which enhance the safety and serenity of the life inside. A first of its kind well-designed area for maximum privacy and pleasant living.

A LANDMARK TO RESIDENCE HABITAT